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Game Style Analysis 

There are four basic styles of play in today’s game. Within those four, there are many variations. The 

purpose of the following instructions is to assist each student in determining their ame styles. Each style 

has positive and negative elements. Throughout the quarter, the staff will work with each student to 

1. Define your game style 

2. Know how to use the up side 

3. Know how to protect the down side 

4. Know how to exploit the opponent’s game style. 
 

I. The All Court Player is an aggressive player who uses his serve and groundstrokes to set up 
attacking the opponent. He works for a short ball to attack the net or uses the short ball on the 
other end to bring the opponent to the net. The all court player must be able to make the 
opponent hit 3 to 4 steady balls and then he changes the pace looking to set up the attack. The 
all court player will serve and volley at different times during the match and will attack the 
opponent’s short serve when the score is in his favor. The mentality of this player is aggressive 
but working normal type shots to wear the opponent down over time. It is the consistency of 
the attack that wins the match, not how big he hits or attacks. An all court player will adjust to 
the opponent’s game style setting up the attack accordingly.   

 
 Against the counter puncher: The all court player sets up the point by moving the opponent up 

 and back and  avoiding the side to side patterns which are the counter puncher’s bread and 

 butter. 

 Against the serve and volleyer: The all court player will take pace off the return hitting to the 

 middle with no angle to give the server nothing to work with. He will attempt to keep the 

 serve and volleyer off the net by moving him side to side so that he can’t attack. Or he may take 

 the net early to gain the court advantage before the serve and volleyer is able to get in. When 

 the serve and volleyer is at the net, the all court player is able to hit consistent ground strokes 

 and well timed lobs to take the point. 

 Against the aggressive baseliner: The all court player will change the pace regularly to keep 

 his opponent from playing off his power or getting into a comfortable rhythm. The short 

 slice, high rolling topspin, drop shot and wide hit ball keep the aggressive baseliner from playing 

 his game.  

 Down side of the all court player: He may be a jack of all trades, master of none. He tends to 

 lack a big weapon to hurt the opponent and may tend to lose focus as to which tactic is working 

 best on a given day. 

 Up side of the all court player: He has achieved a general mastery of the three other tennis 

 playing styles: serve and volley, aggressive baseline, and counter punching. With this 

 impressive set of skills, the all-court player is very difficult to beat since he can hit all sorts of 

FOUR BASIC GAME STYLES 



 shots from anywhere on the court, and as a result, can keep the opponent guessing as to which 

 shot is coming next. Furthermore, he is able to exploit the weakness of all other game styles. 

 Example of the all court player:  Roger Federer, Petra Kvitova 

II. The Counter Puncher is a defensive player who looks to wear an opponent down by making him 
hit hundreds of balls. The counter puncher’s mentality is to wait for the opponent to miss. This 
style of player must be in great physical condition and have tremendous stamina as he will be on 
the court for long matches. He must be able to consistently hit good rolling balls with topspin 
and use the slice as a change of pace to force the opponent to the net. The counter puncher 
must get a high percentage of first serves in play but has no great power on the serve. This 
player is using the serve to put the ball in play and simply wear the opponent down. He looks to 
deny the opponent the opportunity to go after his second serve.   

 
 Against the all court player: The counter puncher must force the all court player back with deep 

 rolling balls or run him side to side to keep the all court player from attacking.  

 Against the serve and volleyer: The counter puncher will take pace off the return, hitting to the 

 center with no angle to give the server nothing to work with. He follows up the return with 

 heavy topspin passing shots and lobs over the opponent’s backhand side.  

 Against the aggressive baseliner: The counter puncher will hit high heavy topspin and run 

 the aggressive baseline side to side to take away his use of power. He is looking to wear down 

 the opponent rather than going for the outright winner.    

 Down side of the counter puncher: He lacks a big weapon to hurt the opponent when the 

 opponent is attacking and playing well. He relies on letting the opponent miss so that his 

 tactics are more defensive than offensive in nature.  

 Up side of the counter puncher: Using his speed and agility to effectively run down every 

 ball and his stamina and patience to stay in the point, he wears down the opponent both 

 physically and emotionally. He forces a more aggressive  opponent to play his best tennis to win 

 a point. 

 Example of the counter puncher:  Lleyton Hewitt, Caroline Wozniacki 

III. The Serve and Volleyer is a very aggressive personality who looks to end points quickly using an 
aggressive style of play. He pressures the opponent to rush and make unforced errors. The serve 
and volleyer usually prefers net play to ground strokes and will try to construct all points in an 
attacking up and back mode rather than side to side. The serve and volleyer must keep a high 
percentage of first serves in play to win. He must be able to chip and charge when returning a 
short second serve or any short ball and then close quickly on the net. Because he closes to the 
net quickly, the serve and volleyer must have a strong overhead to put away the short lob. 
Changing direction quickly and frequently means he must also be fit.  

 



 Against the all court player: The serve and volleyer will try to rush the all court player and make 

 him feel that he can’t set up the point. He forces the all court player into shorter points to 

 throw him off his rhythm and take away his time. 

 Against the counter puncher: The serve and volleyer won’t allow the counter puncher to get into 

 long rallies. He will rush the counter puncher whenever possible attacking up the middle to take 

 away the opponent’s use of angle. He will mix in short volleys to draw the counter puncher into 

 the net. He will use the short slice and the drop shot to keep the counter puncher from playing 

 his side to side game at the baseline. 

 Against the aggressive baseliner: The serve and volleyer puts pressure on the aggressive 

 baseliner to come up with the winner early in the point.  By rushing the net and putting away 

 the easy volley, he takes the opponent out of his rhythm. He uses the up and back game to put 

 his opponent out of his favored position on the baseline by volleying a winner deep to the open 

 court or short to the cross court angle. 

 Down side of the serve and volleyer: He tends to rush, go for too much and make too many 

 unforced errors. This very aggressive player must learn to pace himself and play within his 

 abilities. 

 Up side of the serve and volleyer: By taking the court advantage early, he is able to take away 

 the opponent’s time and control the point from the outset.  

 Example of the serve and volleyer:  Pete Sampras, Martina Navratilova 

IV. The Aggressive baseliner is a personality who likes to punish the ball and the opponent with 
strong groundstrokes hitting corner to corner. He is very aggressive from the baseline and tries 
to win the point outright without coming in. If drawn in, he isn’t usually looking to finish the 
point with a closing volley, preferring instead to hit a winner off the approach shot. This player 
must be in great shape as he uses a lot of energy hitting so much pace on every shot. He must 
learn to control his aggression and wait for the right opportunity to hit the winner.   

 
 Against the all court player: The aggressive baseliner will try to keep the all court player from 

 changing the pace or attacking at the net.  

 Against the counter puncher: The aggressive baseliner will try to move inside the baseline and 

 take the ball early on the rise to intimidate the counter puncher and take away his time. He 

 makes the counter puncher feel  rushed and unable to apply his patient, steady style of play 

 because there is too much pace on the ball. 

 Against the serve and volleyer: The aggressive baseliner hits strong groundstrokes directly  

 at the volleyer attempting to intimidate him by making him feel as if he has to hit a winner on 

 the first volley or suffer the consequences.     

 Down side of the aggressive groundstroker: he tends to over hit balls when he’s not in a position 

 to hurt the opponent. He tends to make too many unforced errors as he doesn’t usually close to 



 the net on the short ball for the easy volley winner. Instead, he tries to hit great shot after great 

 shot for an eventual baseline winner.   

 Up side of the aggressive baseliner: By stepping into the court and hitting the ball early with 

 pace, he puts consistent pressure on the opponent.   

 Example of the aggressive baseliner:  Novak Djokovic, Serena Williams 

  



Evaluating Your Game Style   

Every player must determine what his game style will be. You must understand what elements of your 

personality, physical abilities and mental outlook will produce the best game style for you. By answering 

the following questions, you will know a) your style of play, b) the up side of that style, c) the down side 

of that style and d) how to play against every other style. 

1. What are my strengths? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

2. What are my weaknesses? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

3. How will I play an all court player? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

EVALUATING YOUR GAME STYLE 



4. How will I play a counter puncher? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

5. How will I play a serve and volleyer? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

6. How will I play an aggressive baseliner? 

a.    

b.    

c.    

d.    

  



 

  

1.    

2.    

3.     

 

1.    

2.    

3.     

 

1.    

2.    

3.    

 

1.    

2.     

3.     

DRILL NOTES 
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In order to improve focus, you must be able to calm yourself. A player must develop calming techniques 

in order to achieve deeper levels of focus on the court. When you practice mental imagery, it is 

important always to imagine yourself in the same place. Try to make the mental image as real and 

detailed as you can. You will need to use all your senses to build the image and develop your focus. Like 

any technique, this requires time and practice.  

Where is the best place for me to practice mental imagery? 

 

What is the first thing I do when I sit down? 

 

What tennis court do I use for my imagery practice? 

 

When I pull up that tennis court, what do I hear, see, feel around me? 

 

What am I aware of regarding my racquet, shoes, grip, weather, etc.? 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10.  

 

Technique for developing deeper focus: Pick a simple daily activity such as brushing your teeth. Stand in 

front of the mirror and watch yourself closely as you brush your teeth. Totally focus on the tiny bubbles 

you see. Watch your brushing action. Watch the bristles of the brush moving across your teeth. Try and 

think only of what you are doing right now. Try this 2 x day for one minute. After you have mastered this 

exercise, the staff will begin to give you other exercises to do for developing mental imagery and deeper 

focus.  

 

  

MENTAL IMAGERY PRACTICE 



  



Key Points for Successful Imagery 

 

Mental imagery training is just like everything in life. It gets easier to do as you make the habits second 

nature. Juniors need to practice mental imagery on a daily basis in the same manner they practice their 

strokes on court. This imagery practice will help juniors dig deeper in matches, sustain their 

concentration and intimidate their opponent with their deeper level of focus. Find a quiet place at home 

where you will not be disturbed. Start with 5 minutes of imagery and build up to 10 minutes. 

 

Put a 3x5 index card in your pocket and take the images you have been practicing at home to the courts 

for match play and drills. Look at the card every 5 minutes, read it on a water break, talk with the pro 

staff about your imagery for the day and ask them to review it with you.  

 

LIFE SKILLS: This skill can be used in anything you do in life. Mental imagery may be used for giving a 

speech or presentation, interviewing for a job or auditioning for a role or position. The point is to learn 

imagery skills so that you can think and focus at a deeper level and be calmer and less intimidated in 

challenging situations.  

1. Practice visualization when you’re relaxed and calm. 

2. Sit or lie down in a quiet place where you will not be disturbed. 

3. Close your eyes to block out visual distractions. 

4. Use either an internal view (as if seeing the image through your own eyes) or an external view 

(as if watching yourself and your surroundings on video.) 

5. Try to image with all of your senses. See, hear and feel every detail. 

6. Control the image. 

7. Visualize successfully. If you see an error, immediately stop and image it correctly. 

8. Start with simple, familiar images. Work up to complex images. 

9. Begin with 5 to 10 minutes of high quality imagery and work up to 15 to 20 minute sessions. 

  

KEY POINTS FOR SUCCESSFUL IMAGERY 



  



Rituals for the Serve 

Whenever you approach the baseline to serve, it is important to use a ritual which will be the same 

physically, mentally and emotionally each time. A ritual is a little ceremony or habit that is done the 

same way every time. There is never any variation from day to day. Many people use a ritual but they 

fail to make the connection between the ritual and mental toughness. You must say to yourself that this 

process is what gives me the ability to accomplish what I want to see happen and do so under pressure. 

Physical 

1. Walk up to the baseline placing your feet in the same position every time. 

2. Check your grip and position yourself in the ready position. 

3. In your ready position, stare at the opponent and take 1 to 2 slow, deep breaths, focusing on the 

exhale. The deep breathing will calm you. 

4. While in the ready position staring at the opponent, let him know that you are thinking about 

where you will serve. You are actually thinking of a particular placement based on the score and 

what has been working for you. It could be as simple as serving to his backhand. 

5. Bounce the ball the same number of times for every serve so that your mind becomes 

disciplined and focused. 

6. Reset your weight and prepare to serve. Most servers use a rocking motion to get going which 

gives them the ability to serve with rhythm and consistency under pressure. 

Mental 

1. You must convince yourself that by developing a ritual and approaching the serve the same way 

every time it will become second nature. You will gain confidence for the present and the 

future.  

2. While you are looking at the court in your ready position, you should picture the correct ball 

toss. Practice the tossing motion in your mind. You must practice this at home on a regular basis 

in order for it to work on the court under pressure. 

3. You can image the ball toss, a good service motion with spin and the ball clearing the net before 

you bounce the ball. 

4. When you choose to serve to a certain spot, always visualize where the return will most likely 

come back. 

5. Develop a strong mental picture of each of your serves so that you can pull them up at will 

whenever you need them.  

Emotional 

1. By using a specific ritual, you will convince yourself that you can serve well under pressure. 

2. You will emotionally calm yourself because you know you can do this. 

3. When nervous, you will tend to rush. So it is imperative that you make yourself slow down and 

take your time. Tell yourself that this is the only motion in the game that you have total control 

over. You are going to make the opportunity wait for you no matter what. 

RITUALS FOR THE SERVE 



4. All of us know in our hearts and minds when we are attempting to do something correctly. If you 

know and believe that you are doing the right thing, you will tend to hang in there with mental 

toughness at crunch time. 

  



Dr. Jim Loehr’s 12 Tips For Mental Toughness 
 

1. Eye Control:  Focus your eyes on either your racquet or the ground to keep your attention focused between 
points. 
 

2. Rituals: Establish rituals between and before points to appropriately balance relaxation, focus and intensity 
prior to starting each point. 
 

3. Winning Pace: Pace yourself between points especially when angry, nervous or fatigued to allow you to gain 
control of your pulse rate and to remain focused. 

 

4. Breathing: Practice deep breathing habits between points to relax and lower your pulse rate. Exhale at 
contact when hitting the ball to get better control, relaxation and feel. 

 

5. High Positive Intensity: Even when very fatigued or when you feel negative, project the image of having a 
high level of positive Intensity. 

 

6. Calmness and Relaxation: When nervous and tense, try to project yourself as being relaxed and calm. 
 

7. Mistake Management: When you make a mistake, learn to just turn and walk away from it. Don’t lose your 
composure. 

 

8. Confident Fighter Image: No matter how bad it gets, project the image that you are confident and will fight 
to the end. 

 

9. No Negative Self Talk: Avoid expressing negative self talk during play. It only fosters bad results and pumps 
up your opponent. 

 

10. Positive Attitude: Think positively about your situation in the face of adversity. Become challenged. 
 

11. “I Love The Battle”: Don’t appear scared or threatened when things get tough; project a challenged and 
winning appearance at all times. 

 

12. Racquet Up - “I Am Up”: Carry your racquet in the opposite hand and keep it up, not dragging it low, as a 
symbol that when my racquet is up, I am up. 

 

DR. JIM LOEHR’S 12 TIPS FOR MENTAL TOUGHNESS 



  



Dr. Jim Loehr’s Mental Toughness Between Points 

There are four stages a player should go through physically, mentally and emotionally between points. 

The four phases give the player the ability to use a set method between points so that he will gain 

confidence.  

1. Positive Physical Response: As a point ends, a player should make an outward positive or 

neutral physical response in order to affirm what just happened. Each player needs to find what 

works for him, but it is important to use a set outward response that tells the opponent you are 

feeling positive or at the very least neutral after a point.  

If you win the point, you could pump your fist or use a positive verbal command as you turn 

away from the opponent. A fist pump or verbal command such as “let’s go”, “right here” or any 

short expression is a way to affirm what you just did. Never pump your fist toward the 

opponent. This only gets him more psyched up to win. Likewise, any verbal expression should at 

normal volume, not a loud outburst.  

If you lose the point, your response should always be neutral. Never say anything negative. A 

negative response will pull you down and build the opponent up. Your physical response should 

be to show no emotion and walk away to the fence so that you opponent does not see your 

face. Stand still with good posture and pick the strings of your racquet in a calm, thoughtful 

manner. 

2. Relaxation: After your positive physical response, put your racquet in your non-playing hand so 
that your playing hand relaxes. Walk slowly with good posture. Breathe deep and slow so that 
you are controlling your breathing. It is critical to understand what your breathing is doing for 
you. You could picture the word RE-LAX-A-TION. Inhale as you picture the RE, exhale as you 
picture the LAX, inhale on the A and exhale on the TION. By visualizing the word relaxation, you 
are focusing on a positive image and controlling your breath. Controlled breathing slows your 
heart rate so that your entire body calms down. Remember to carry your posture well with your 
eyes on a set object such as your racquet, shoes or the court. Try and keep your focus on the 
court. Don’t look off into the crowd. 

 
3. Preparation: As you walk back to the fence or toward the next court, it is important to mentally 

prepare for the next point. See yourself on a television screen playing a successful point. This 
can’t happen unless you practice mental rehearsals off court during the week and then on the 
court as you drill. This mental technique will become second nature with consistent practice. 
 

4. Ritual: If you are serving or receiving, you must develop the same approach to the point for 
each action. If you are serving, walk up to the line, set your feet and place your racquet in the 
ready position, Look at the opponent and the court you are serving to and let the opponent 
know you are focusing on the placement of the serve . As you do this, picture where your serve 
will go and what type of return will come back. 

 
 

DR JIM LOEHR’S MENTAL TOUGHNESS BETWEEN POINTS 



  



How I Use The Four Phases Between Points 

It is important to know exactly what you will think and do between points. Your behavior must be 

ritualistic and used between every point. 

1. What physical responses work the best for me? 

a.       

b.    

c.    

2. How will I relax myself between points? 

a.       

b.    

c.    

3. How will I prepare for the next point? 

a.       

b.    

c.    

4. What are my rituals for the serve and return of serve? (Be specific.) 

Serve 

a.    

b.    

c.    

Return of Serve 

a.    

b.    

c.  

  

HOW TO USE THE FOUR PHASES BETWEEN POINTS 



  



Mental To Do List 

 

1. Happy Place: Describe your happy place and give details using all 5 senses. 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Four Phases Between Points: List the four phases and give detailed examples of what you think 

between points. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Rituals For Serve: List the steps in order and describe what you are thinking as you perform 

each step. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

4. Rituals For Return Of Serve: List the steps in order and describe what you are thinking as you 

perform each step. 
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Daily Mental Imagery and Motor Muscle Training 

 

Mirror Imaging: Stand in front of a mirror or large reflective window where you can see your stroke 

production. You are going to pretend to hit actual strokes as if you were on court. Watching your image, 

try to create a picture in your mind of what you look like while stroking the ball. You have to picture the 

stroke, shuffling your feet as though you were on court. Then try closing your eyes as you stroke the ball 

and see if you can feel the stroke using your mental image as to create the actual stroke. 

 

 Motor Muscle Training: Stand anywhere and practice the stroke over and over until you have trained 

the motor muscles. Be aware of the point of contact for every stroke as you practice. Do it until it is 

second nature. Do it before you go out for a match. Do it when you get home from a match or drill to 

practice making corrections from the day on court. 

 

  

MOTOR MUSCLE MEMORY 



  



Daily Mental Imagery/Motor Muscle Workout: (Student and Pro choose from below.) 

 

 

Forehand:   [     ] Close stance with back toe pivoting 

    [     ] Open stance   

    [     ] Semi open stance as approach shot or service return 

    [     ] Semi open stance as running wide ball 

 

Backhand:   [     ] Two handed close stance with back toe pivoting 

    [     ] Two handed open stance   

    [     ] Two handed semi open stance as approach shot or service return 

    [     ] Two handed semi open stance as running wide ball 

    [     ] One handed topspin, close stance   

    [     ] One handed slice, close stance, drop back knee 

    [     ] One handed slice, karaoke stance as approach shot 

 

Serve: *   [     ] Full motion, no ball toss 

 **1st   [     ] Ball toss, back scratch, catch ball at 1:00 in front for flat or slice 

 **2nd   [     ] Ball toss, back scratch, catch ball at 12:00 for topspin  

 **1st   [     ] Full motion with ball toss, back scratch, catch ball 

 **2nd   [     ] Full motion with ball toss, back scratch, catch ball 

 **1st   [     ] Serve next to pole – 1:00 for flat or slice   

 **2nd   [     ] Serve next to pole, 12:00 for topspin 

 ***1st   [     ] Serve and freeze finish with pivot 

 ***2nd   [     ] Serve and freeze finish with pivot 

 ***1st   [     ] Serve in a row too deep to forehand [   ]  to backhand [   ] 

 ***2nd   [     ] Serve in a row too deep to forehand [   ]  to backhand [   ] 

 ***1st   [     ] Serve wide to deuce court with doubles alley as target 

 ***2nd   [     ] Serve wide to ad court with doubles alley as target 

 * Practice in front of mirror 

            **Practice outside or on tennis court 

          ***Practice on court 

 

Volley:  *     [     ] Forehand volley close in, eyes move with racquet 

      [     ] Backhand volley close in, eyes move with racquet 

      [     ] Forehand mid court high volley, use semi open stance 

      [     ] Backhand mid court high volley, use semi open stance 

      [     ] Forehand half volley, drop back knee 

      [     ] Backhand half volley, drop back knee 

  * Practice in front of mirror, outdoors or on court 

 

DAILY MOTOR MUSCLE MEMORY WORKOUT 



  



TAS Tournament Goal Sheet 

 

Player Name:      Date/Tournament: 

 

Performance Goals 

1.   

  

2.    

  

3.    

 

4.    

 

Outcome Based Goals 

1.  

  

2.    

 

3.     

 

4.  
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Pre-Match Game Plan   

 

Overall Goal For The Match: 

 

 

Performance Goals: 

   

1.    

 

 

 

 

2.     

 

 

 

 

3.     

 

 

  

PRE MATCH GAME PLAN 



  



Post Match Evaluation 

 

Describe how you met your overall game plan: 

 

 

 

 

Describe how you met Performance Goal 1: 

 

 

 

 

Describe how you met Performance Goal 2: 

 

 

 

 

Describe how you met Performance Goal 3: 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you need to work on for your next match: 

 

POST MATCH EVALUATION 



  



Player Profile 

 

 

Player Name:     Game Style: 

 

 

 

  Strengths: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Weaknesses: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tactics for playing this player: 

 

PLAYER PROFILE 


